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PREFACE 

The National Center for Defense Management is grateful to Dru Scott 

and Dr. Jim Morgan for organizing and presenting a sophisticated management 

training program to defender managers which a1 lowed, for the first time on 

a national scale, the use of compleA behavioral science models for the 

improvement of management in the preponderance of defender offices in the 

United States. 
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FORE\/OHD 

The National Center for Defense Management (NCDM) was founded late 

in 1974 through a grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

(LEAA) to the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA), NCDM 

was born out of the need to enhance and improve the efficiency of systems 

for the defense of the poor through sound planning, management assistance 

and management training, and to maximize the qual ity of such systems while 

maintaining their cost-effectiveness, 

Under the terms of the LEAA grant awarded to NLADA, the principal 

goals of the National Center for Defense Management are as follows: 

o To conduct management studies and analyses of the operations of 

existing defender offices and other defense del Ivery systems. with a view 

to making practical recommendatl0ns which wi II assist such offices and 

systems in achieving goals of improved effectiveness, and conduct evaluations 

of such offices and systems; 

IfI To pr0'." Ie management consultation and technical assistance for 

defender offices organized defense systems requesting such services, 

assisting these offices and systems in their efforts to design and imple-

men t imp roved management sys tems and procedu res; 

• To provide management training progl-ams designed specifically for 

defender managers; and 

o To furnish technical assistance to organizations, co~nunities, 

states or other groups which desire to establ ish new or improved systems 

(including defender systems) for the provision of legal representation to 

el iglble criminally accused 0: ,onvicted persons, or persons facing 

juvenile court proceedings, 

- i i -
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The impl icatlon of judicial opInion on the availabi )Ity of legal defense 

services to indigent criminal defendants pursuant to the Sixth Amendment of 

the U.S. Constitution has had a significant impJct on communities throughout 

the United States which are attempting to provIde such representation in a 

cost effective manner. In many of these communities, defender systems hav2 

been created to achieve these goals; such system] have often expanded at a 

rapid rate, creating significant management problems. 

The National Center for Defense Management (NCDM) has attempted to come 

to grips with this problem by providing an opportunity for the defender-

managers administ~ring the preponderance of defender systems throughout the 

United States to learn modern management methods through the appl ieatlon of 

tested behavioral science models. 

The project grant provided for the con,'t.!ct of management training; NCDM, 

in an effort to maximize the utility of such training, brought together the 

defenders who manage the major portion of the defender programs In the United 

States, with a view toward prol iferating enlightened management throughout 

the total defender effort. 

Nature of the Technical Assistance 

NCDM prepared a conceptual design for training fulltlme prnfesslonal 

defender attorneys who manage defender offices which, collectively, contain 

the preponderance of defenders in the United States. Since these were mainly 

large offices/systems, the organizational behavior model was chosen as the 

vehiLle which could most effectively demonstrate enlightened management and 

lead to the improvement of defender management style. 

- iii -
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The management problems identified as typical of medium and large 

Sl ~ defender offices were: 

• Failure to establish measurable and attainable goals and objectives; 

5 Failure of internal and external communication procedures; 

• Diminished productivity due to lack of proper time and resource 

management programs; 

• Failure to properly balance authority and responsibil ity; failure 

to delegate these where span of control problems prevailed; and 

• Failure to perceive the qualitative impact of rapid office/system 

growth. 

The training program was developed because no such program was available 

to defender managers on a national scale. 

NCDM establ ished six major goals for this training program: 

o Maintaining ways to cope with the demands for high production in 

the defender office without losing sensitivity to the mandate of 

providing service to the cl ient. 

o Learning to work under stress. 

• Learning to deal with clients who have a sense of personal failure. 
". 

• Learning to respond to rapidly changing priorities. 

• Demonstrating the need for perception of the changing role of the 

defender-manager in a rapidly expanding offic~/system. 

• Demonstrating capabil ities for resolving confl icting demands on time. 

Procedures 

In order to maximize the performance objectives of the program, it was 

divided into two sessions. The first session focused on problem identification 

and definition while the second session was devoted to deriving specific solutions 

to such problems. The period of time between sessions (one month) was used by 

I 
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the students to analyze a specific problem in thei r office and be prepared 

to provide options for solutions thereto. 

Report Preparation 

A report was prepared which described the training program, as follows: 

• Program Concept 

@ Program Design 

e Program Description 

Impact narratives from each of the students, dictated at the close of 

the training program, were included in the report as an evaluation component. 

I mpiJ c t Summa ry 

While the use of complex behavioral science models for the demonstration 

of how to apply enl ightened management does not lend itsel f readily to perform-

ance-oriented instruction, the student narratives appear to demonstrate that 

the alteration of perception from administrative technician to manager of 

programs provides a cost-effective means of diffusing sound management style 

throughout a structure of professional publ ic service executives. The accomp-

I ishment of such goals through the use of a series of management skill develop-

ment seminars would prove to be significantly more costly and time consuming. 



IHTRODUCTION 

When the National Center for Defense Management was initially funded 

in 1974, one of the stated goals carried into effect by the grant oward was 

that the Center should provide management training for defender offices. 

Since the National College of Criminal Defense Lawyers and Pub] ic 

Defenders had commenced sponsorship of management seminars oriented on 

skill development, it was decided to use a different approach. A professional 

management training firm (Dru Scott Associates of San Francisco) which 

specialized in trairling and managerial problem-solving for business, industry 

and government was retained. They agreed to research the appl icability of 

their special ized methods to the unique problems of defenders and defender 

management. This culminated in a program held in late 1975; a program which 

stressed to defender manager attendees not only the imparting of information 

but also the actual development of managerial styles . 

.. 1 -
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II 

PROGRAM CONCEPT 

A. Problems to be Addressed 

Defender programs are, for the most part, organizations of professional 

and supportive staff, generally fulltime and generally salaried. They are 

public service institutions, as distinguished from profit-making business 

entities, and therefore operate on the basis of budgets of varying degrees of 

rigidity which are usually fixed by, or in conjunction with, discussions with 

funding ::;ources. 

Most defender programs of any size will have tables of organiZation of 

personnel) structural procedures and establ ished responsibil ities. Many will 

have systems of branch offices. 

In terms of personnel strength, defender offices may vary in size from 

one attorney and one secretary to organizations of several hundred attorneys 

and almost equal numbers of supportive staff (e.g., clerical, administrative, 

investigative, social service and paralegal). There are an estimated four 

hundred-plus programs and six hundred or so defender offices! in the United 

States as of 1975. About thirty programs had more than fifty fulltime personnel; 

it is estimated that less than twenty programs were representing over half the 

defender program cl ients in the United States. 2 

Therefore, it follows that fairly clearly, well over half of this 

country's defender office cl ients are being served by institutions within 

1By program we mean unified organizations under a single top management, 
whether operating out of one or more branches. By office, we mean either 
the branches of programs or programs operating out of a single location. 
2This was determined through an informal survey conducted preparatory to 
a management study by NCDM. Data was suppl ied by NLADA's Indigent Defense 
Systems Analysis Project and through NCDM research. ASSigned counsel 
program cl ients were not considered in this survey. 

~. 
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which the dyntlillics of organizational bchCJvior occur. The success or failure 

of such institutions in achieving high quality representation for clients 

wil I, in such instances, no longer depend solely on the degree of professional 

skill of the staff involved and the amount of resources available, but will 

also depend, in a major way, on the qual ity of the management of these 

Institutions. 

The management problems which beset larger defender programs 3 are 

characteristic of those which beset service institutions, business and 

government. They typically include such things as: 

e Failure to establ ish measurable and attainable goals and objectives; 

e Failure of communication, both internal and external: 

e Diminished productivity caused by fai lure to apply advanced 

principles of time management and resource management; 

Ci) Internal disorganization and 11bottlenecks" caused by failure to 

assign or delegate responsibil ity; and 

• Size problems, particularly where rapid growth has occurred, with 

concomitant, unperceived qu litative changes in the organization 

accompanying the more obvious quantitative changes. 

However, some notable areas of difficulty which particularly characterize 

defender organizations and which arise out of their very essence as teams of 

trial lawyers and supportive staff engaged in a vigorous adversary process 

in which perhaps their principle role can be described as functioning as 

critics of the positions taken by law enforcement and the prosecution, and, 

under law, to use the judicial process to their cl ient1s advantage: they may 

include the following: 

3For a more complete discussion of the problems of defender management, see 
The Defender Office: Making Managers Out of Lawyers, NLADA Briefcase, Vol. 
XXXIII, Number 12, October, 1975. 
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o' Courtroom behavior is brouqht back to the office nnd infiltrates 

the managerial process; 

• The negativism which the defense must use with such frequency 

toward the prosecution's position becomes a personality style 

which, In the office, can defeat creative management and damage 

interpersonal relationships within the organization; 

~ Management Itself primarily consists of trial-lawyers-turned-

administrators, usually with no management training and too often 

... lith no a\'iareness of the contributions management science has to 

offer them in their new roles. 

The special ized Defender Management Training Program sponsored by NCOM 

in 1975 was specifically tailored to address all of these problems. 

B. Educational Methodology 

It was determined at an early stage in planning that, since the target 

student group would consist for the most part of defender managers who had 

( Ii tt 1 e or no forma I educat Ion in management sc i cnces and therefore had 1 I tt I e 

to build on other than their own often I imited experiences, the program objectives 

should stress individual management style improvement rather than rely on a 

lecture series in which information is conveyed. It was recognized that lon9-

term permanent major management style improvement might require years of such 

training; with the knowledge of some success in the business world of effective, 

short-term organizational development programs application, a brief, high-

Impact program that would demonstrate, through the benefits to be derived 

from management science appl ications and motivate the students to explore 

this new realm of knowledge further, was selected. 

The lecture-demonstratlon-appl lcatlon method of teaching was planned. 
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Students would be presented ~Ji th factual data (lectures, discussions, movies), 

would see the managerial principles in operation in the classroom (small group 

dynamics, role-playing) and would put their learning into practice by either 

engaging in problem solving in a group setting or individually. For maximum 

benefit, both group and individual problems were to be those selected by the 

students as those constituting real defender Dmgram management problems. 

Technology Transfer: The Use of Proven and Apprcpriate Approaches Developed 
For Business, Industry <1nd Government 

Typically, the legal profession has tended to turn to its own initiates 

for expertise when education and training have been necessary. Defenders 

have been no exception; yet, among lawyers generally and defenders in partic-

ular, the management sciences and organizational behavior tend to be little 

understood and practiced in ~ marginally adequate manner. 

Accordingly, it was decided to contract with a professional management 

training firm with a successful record in addressing the problems of business, 

industry and government to conduct the training program. With the wide spectrum 

of management training approaches in this field, what was needed was a firm 

capable of zeroing-in on the management problem areas particularly character-

istic of defender programs. Because of the high degree to which such programs 

are affected by courtroom style of professional staff and underlying professional 

styles based on negativism, a firm was selected which used the principles of 

transactional analysis in teaching and problem solving in the management area. 

----------~--
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III 

PROGRAM DESIGN 

A. Program Format 

In order to maximize the educational impact of the program, it was 

decided to hold the program in two sessions. While this substantially 

increased student travel costs and compounded the risk of attendance 

attrition, it was determined that an instructional session, fol lowed by 

actual practice by the students back on the job at their offices, followed 

by a second instructional and mutual fee~back session would further assure 

learning; this design was used to increase student incentive to accomplish 

specific assignments between sessions and, on their return, have their 

performances in accompl i=hing these assignments analyzed and supplem~ntal 

questions answered. Attendance attrition was low. 

In order to further stimulate group and individual interaction, it was 

decided to make the program residential in nature. The III inois Beach Lodge 

at Zion, I I 1 inois, was selected. The daily rate for room and meals was well 

vJithin the maximums allmved under Federal regulations and the site \"as quite 

remote, though pleasant and conducive to thought and reflection; it was free 

from the distractions which can interfere with a program of this type. Since 

the program site was within two hours drive from the Chicago O'Hare Airport 

and since the Lodge provi-led free transportation to and from the airport, it 

was possible to assemble students and faculty at the Lodge at a fairly definite 

time and to disperse at a fixed hour. 

B. Program Approach 

The faculty of the training firm designed a program in which, during 

its two sessions, student participants were to explore and practice a number 
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of practical approaches to common defender office problems. In preparation 

for the training program, the faculty of the training firm visited defender 

offices, talked to defender managers and did research into problem areas 

characteristic of or unique to such defender offices. Planned exploration 

and practice at the two sessions was designed to address, among other things, 

the follow i n g : 

~ Maintaining ways to cope with the demands for high production 

in the defender office without turning it into a factory to 

"process" its c1 ients; 

e Working with stress; 

9 Figuring out ways of deal ing with people (both staff and cl ients) 

\'l/ho have decided to be "losers" no matter what; 

o Responding to rapidly-changing priorities; 

~ Productively organizing for the changing role of the defender 

manager; and 

~ Resolving conf1 icting demands on time. 

The first three-day meeting was conducted from Thursday noon, September 

11, 1975 through Saturday, 5 p.m., September 13, 1975, with a night session 

on the first day; the second two-day meeting was conducted from Wednesday noon, 

October 22, 1975 through Friday noon, October 24, 1975. The period between 

sessions was used to allow each participant an opportunity to put the infor-

mation gathered by them during the first session into practice on their job. 

The six-week interval between sessions was felt to be long enough to permit 

effective problem-solving and yet short enough to prevent loss of continuity 

and/or attendance attrition. The second session was designed primarily for 

feedback by participants on their use of the techniques learned in improving 

their managerial skills and addressing problem areas. It also permitted them 
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to receive further assistance either directly from the faculty or through 

small or plenary group discussion based on difficulties they might have 

encountered in atLempting to apply their learning. 

The program series was designed specifically to emphasize a transference 

of the abilities that make a person a successful trial attorney to the current 

management situation of each participant in order to assist such participants 

in deciding what new management skills needed to be learned and practiced 

by them thereafter. 

C. Program Content 

The topics selected which were believed to be potentially helpful in 

improving the qual ity of defender office management and the qual ity of legal 

services del ivered by them included the following: 

8 Cutting down time wasted on unproductive individual styles, both 

in and out of the courtroom; 

• Taking a look at judge-prosecution-defender relationships to see if 

they encourage behavior which may, if carried into the defender 

office, affect office operations; 

& Working with people who don1t understand or appreciate the service 

you are providing them; 

o Practicing techniques for working with people who feel insecure. 

• Seeing what rewards people are out to get--both positive and 

negative; 

• Understanding what kind of recognition people want and taking the 

necessary action; 

• Dealing with problems caused by rapid growth; 

• Enabling people to manage more by objectives than by crises; 
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l J • Questioning people to spot the real problems; 

[ ] • Attracting and developing people who will be productive in a 

defender office; 

[ J • Organizing work to increase the opportunities of attorneys to get 

[ J 
long term professional job satisfaction; 

• Practicing a winning management style; 

[ J • Working with expanding priorities in tight money periods; and 

$ Looking at some techniques that one can use to manage the flm<J 

[ --J of paper. 

[ ] 

[ ] 
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IV 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

A. Student Participants; Registration 

Both precedents set by the National College of Criminal Defense Lawyers 

and Publ ic Defenders (NCCDLPD) and the terms of the NCDM grant award dictated 

a program under whose terms all or most of the participants would attend on 

scholarships; i.e., most of their tuition, subsistence and transportation 

would be paid for with grant funds. It was decided, initially, to charge a 

$100 registration fee; later, after reviewing the financial circumstances of 

some appl icants and following NCCDLPD examples, this was reduced to $50 for 

all attendees. Separate accounting was maintained for such registration fees. 

Because of the nature of the program and considerations of cost-

effectiveness, it was decided to give first priority in terms of attendance 

to defender managers administering larger offices or units within offices. 

However, the initial appl icants included managers of some smaller offices, and 

a number of these were included. In order to minimize travel expense, appl icants 

were sought from states east of the Rocky Mountains. A few applications from 

defender managers from western offices were accepted. Prioritization was also 

necessary because of the contracting training firm's I imitations on the number 

of students to a maximum of twenty-seven; this permitted five small groups of 

about five students each, a manageable number fOI- the two-member faculty. One 

NCDM representative was also included and participated during sessions for 

evaluation purposes. 

The average number of personnel supervised by students was thirty-eight. 

Their collective supervisory responsibilities, it was estimated, implied their 

overseeing the expenditure of util ization of an aggregate total of from $15 
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to $20 million in public funds annually. Of the nineteen offices represented, 

twelve had twenty or more employees and eight had fifty or more. Two had over 

two hundred. Of the twenty-seven registrants, twenty-five were attorneys. 

B . Co u r s e Ma t e r I a 1 s 

c. 

At the first (September) session of the program, students were each 

given a copy of the following pUblications: 

liThe Effective Executive", by Peter F. Drucker 
Harper and Row, New York, 1966 

llCriminal Justice--The Consumer's Pel-spective", by 
Jonathan D. Casper, U.S. Dept. of Justice, LEAA-N1LE, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972 

Students were requested to r~ad both of these publications between 

sessions; classroom discussions and debate held during the second session 

indicated that most of them had done 50. 

At the close of the second session, students were each given a copy of 

the following publ ication: 

"Effective t1anagement By Objectives: The 3-D Method of t-IBO", 
by W.J. Reddin, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971. 

First (September) Session: "Focus on Analysis" 

At the opening meeting, students introduced themselves and became 

familiar with each other's names, offices and general backgrounds. They were 

grouped together at tables of about five each; group membership was changed 

from time to time. Candor was encouraged and was forthcoming. 

The faculty gave an overview of the principles and terminology of 

transactional analysis as relevant to business/service organizational functions, 

and encouraged the students to become comfortable with transactional analysis 

(TA) terminology, (parent-adult-child communication levels, positive and 
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negative stroking and the various "Bernian games" commonly found in 

employment situations). A motion picture, "Transactional Analysis and 

Management" (CRM Productions) was shown to illustrate typical work 

situations in which "game playing" impaired effectiveness and productivity. 

The dynamics of the "Victim-Persecutor-Rescuer" role perception and 

its application in organizations was discussed and illustrated. 

Discussions of communication methodology and techniques followed. The 

Peter F. Drucker Productions film, "Time t1anagement," was shown and discussion 

of the relevance of the points illustrated in the movie, which featured the 

harried, non-delegating executive, to typical defender office operations 

was exp I ol-ed. 

Students had been request8d in advance of their attendance at the first 

(September) session to bring three things with them: a copy of their office's 

current budget, a copy of its table of organization and a management probl~m 

they had which they would like to work on as part of the program. During 

unstructured discussion periods, budgets and tables of organization were 

compared and commented upon, and "personal management problems" were posted 

in the classroom for both private, written and oral comment and subsequent 

group discussion. 

Faculty, during the three day session, also engaged in personal counsel ing 

of students who had I isted problems. 

A list of the individual management problems listed by students is 

contained in Appendix B; for obvious reasons, anonymity has been preserved. 

Many of the problems cited involved difficulties centering on inter-

personal relationships between individuals at different management levels. 

Situation~ were' explored t~rough role-playing, with students performing 

spontaneously in the parts-of the two or more managers or staff involved. 
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Significantly, a number of the students concluded during the first 

session that they in large part were the problem, and sought direction for 

self-improvement in areas of difficulty. However, given the propensity of 

criminal defense lawyers to adopt negativistic postures, the faculty emphasized 

that such self-awareness could not be al lowed to rest as a final assessment but 

had to be utilized as a starting ~oint for positive achievemen r . 

In accordance with the program design, the concluding position of the 

first session consisted of the enumeration of a series of generally recognized 

defender management problems and the selection by each five-member group of 

one of these for "analysis" and report-back to the plenary session. Each group 

was asked to analyze its chosen problem and to ask itself why the causes thereof 

tended to persist. Copies of selected problems and group worksheets are to 

be found in Appendix C of this report. 

Several of the groups attempted to "leap" from problem identification 

to solutions without going through the analysis phase; this may be illustrative 

of a common problem relating to managerial problem-solving in the defender 

office. This phenomenon was discussed at the final plenary meeting of the 

first session. 

D. Between Sessions 

Between the first (September) and second (October) sessions, the training 

firm and NCDM staff maintained communication with students, furnished them with 

a 1 ist of suggested reading matter (see Appendix D) and transmitted reminders 

to students to complete their assignments prior to the second session. 

E. Second (October) Session: "Focus on Implementation ll 

The second session theme appeared to follow noted management expert 

Peter Drucker's maxim, "Build on strengths; render weaknesses irrelevant. 11 
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The attendance attrition between the first and second sessions was low for 

defender programs. Of the twenty-seven original registrants, twenty-three 

returned and completed the program. Much of the second session was occupied 

with student reports on their prob12m-solving efforts, with respect to their 

selected problems, between the two sessions. The vast majority of them had 

clearly engaged in such problem-solving, using analytical approaches and 

techniques learned at the first session. Time was also al lotted to student 

feedback as to what they had learned about their own areas of managerial 

strengths, and hm-J they intended to build up-on these. 

During the late afternoon and evening prior to the final day of the 

second session, most of the students agreed to individually tape-recorded 

evaluation reports in which they discussed in varying degrees of detail the 

appl ications they had made of principles learned in the program. Transcripts 

of these taped interviews are contained in Appendix E of this report. 

F. The Training Program as Technical Assistance to Defender Offices 

A review of the transcripts of taped interviews of students contained 

in Appendix E of this report indicates that this training program substantially 

exceeded its original goal of simply providing education for defender managers. 

It appeared to effectively furnish actual technical assistance to many or most 

of the nineteen defender organizations represented at the sessions, at a 

fraction of the cost required to send consultant teams to the various offices 

to achieve the same results. 
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APPENDIX A 

Program Announcement 
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APPENDIX B 

Managerial Problems or Areas of Interest 

of Students Discussed 
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Managerial Problems or Areas of Interest 
of Students Discussed 

How to develop a case reporting system 

Case management/weighting 

How do you provide constructive criticism 
without negative stroking? 

Problem of incurring communication and sense 
of community among staff located in geograph
ically separated offices 

A supervising attorney who has great 
potential is not leading, setting examples, 
etc. What to do? 

Interrelationship between top management, 
middle management and staff lawyers. 

Improving staff morale so that attorney 
effectiveness is delivered by way of excellent 
legal services to the client 

HO\-J to implement continuity of representatioll 

The small office: How to structure assign
ment of caseloads 

How to 1 imit the cases in your office so you 
have an acceptable caseload consistent with 
the current staff 

Morale and enthusiasm; how to develop 

Confl icting desires on my part 
(a) to interfere in matters delegated to 

others, and 
(b) when I don't interfere, to be hypercritical 

when something is (perhaps predictably) 
done wrong (pulling chestnuts out of the 
fire) 

Determining what rewards need to be given to 
~torneys and how to promote; I.e., seniority 

vs. me r It 

How to establ ish attorney effectiveness 
measurements 

Hm·, to break out of the "harried executive ll 

syndrome; how to achieve staff motivation 
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Time management; caseload management; 
delegation of responsihi 1 ities 

How to achieve measurement of effective 
representation 

Providing adequate supervision to provide 
qual ity control 

Motivating staff attorneys to achieve 
maximum effectiveness and efficiency to 
(a) provide best possible representation of 

cl ients, and 
(b) function as a team member vis-a-vis the 

tracking and scheduling of cases 

How to determine effectiveness of representation 

Improving the morale of the investigator 

Motivation of attorneys to remain on staff 
(most specifically, setting proper l'positive" 
tone in the office) 

Case management 

How to delegate the handl ing of emergency court
related problems with general guidelines 

How to effectively utilize staff and reduce the 
increasing volume of paperwork 

Data collection 

How to avoid playing the game of "harried executive?!' 
Can I be a supervisor and a practicing attorney at 
the same time? 
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APPENDIX C 

Classroom Outlines of Typical 

Defender Management Problem Areas 

Identified and Discussed by Groups 
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GROUP DISCUSSICN REPORI'-BACK OUrIJINE: PROBLEM 1 

I. OFFI(l:: :·1)Hi\LE l~) Af."HX:l'ED BY: 

(1) Cal:pcn:~ltiOl1 
(2) Physio..l.l Plill1t 
(3) Hours 
(<1 ) r;upcrvi S()l"/l.~T\~yor Hc~ 1u ti onship 
(5) \','hat l\!~~;i:~tclncr) l\v<liluble 
(6) Poor Group Rel21tionship 
(7) Truvcl Tjm:~ 
(8) Tim:! for PrcpclraLion 
(9) ~';ork Dis Ld uu tion 

(10) \";in/I,o;3c~ Syndrc1rn 
(11) Rq:;On~inJ I~('<Juircmcnts 
(12) EnlOtio!1tl1 PclcGlse 
(13) P21rticir'Zltion in Decision Making 
(I·n Prcl,nUo:1 p(x3sibi.lities 
(15) LX tcrnul Acceptance 

II. POS:";1l3lE SlJLLTIUiS 

OJ ( (2), (3) Con~)arable or L'Otter thilll D.A. or Pril.:ate 13ur 
(.en Strokc~ for Stroke 
(S) 1\\·:arCllC:3S of noeds uJ'tJ Pc sources 
(6) ::('! j'\' • .;<.t:rc of Cliques and Relationships 
(7) :'lillimiz(! Lcqistical Problem 
(8) Plun Into Schedule 
(tj) S1;(.:M Your HccG;nit.ion 

(10) P/R - StroJ:inq - Counseling 
(J 1) KC!cp to illJ~;olutc; Minimum 
(12) ?(;X; ial Elmctiom 
(13) StaCF i';(;~etinss Regularly 

InfolJll 
(14) SC!lccL SJ'~'f.(1n and Inform 
( 15 ) P /R and Peer l,oyal Ly 

'. 
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GROUP DISCUSSICN RBPORl'-BACK OUTLINE 2 

EF1'1~CrrVC 1;'1'11,1.7,/\,[' T <n, f.i( fl'IVl\TIU1 & DLVElJ..'l'HENtl' OF S'l'l\In·' FOR 'mE 
~;:'~\LC 1 'Ui)l~LC- 0L:I·'i1 ;LLi{ 'U'FICE 

i\.. In':olv'>l~' 'nt .tld Exposure of Support Staff to Crimin.ll 
J!J':itio~~ Sysh:m 

r. . Crec.l. ti no '1"":d;:; E~p L L-it 
c. 1:'~:(]l1i 1l'] r u 1 CCMiiWliclitlon 
D. Hc.:CCXJIU tion 

i\. 1'ro.illinq PrcxJram by Exanple and Obscrvo.tion 
B. l\U:C>Ilc!;mcc at Profcs;;ion<ll Scmtinars 
C. Sc?ttin,; l\tt<lin,lblc G(xlb 
D. Cl'03~; T_;:;i.~;:lIli.:)nL of ~)UiA)()l·t StitH 
E. I ncr,.!zn. 'c1 F.c;;lDnsibili ty with Incroasccl D.rvoloprenL 
F. Staff H.x:tin')s 

'. 
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GROUP DISCUSSICN REPORf-BACK OUfLlNE 3 

Ol\G/\:'uzn:G UHITED HESCUraS 'ro IIl\UDlli EXCESSIVE C1\SELOlill 

It. Pc~ lie;c ; .. c1lllinir;trators 
B. CF}a tn :>lun· P("'!sfXJnsib le l\l: torney;; 
C. Proviejr: i~()nJ Effcctiv8 r:.L'l'n::'!~)c·llLi1tion 
D. I'luximizii1Cj Efficiency of Attorneys 

II . BU.'; TO 

A. n(;com i;: i ll' r Pl'~~OurCC:3 
t-:-I)hy!;i~:;'11ni~IE(~)(5f office, i.e., nurlibcr of Imvyers, funding etc. 
2. ID:ld carrying cupucity 
3. E:-:t ,'rionee 
·1. ~;r:tU1P:> elf C'c::,;olO(lc1/iis 
.). [)nUl-cn of coscload 
(. . c:(~.~ l: ;~ tu( 1'1' in of f icc 
7 • 'fil~~' <l1Vl1y;;is/c1('ud bJllQ 
8. };;:-:i.::t:in'j onr/stnlctun.' 
9. ~~tCln,J,rc1s of effc:ctivcness 

10. Uu ts ide n'sources, i. c~., law schools, etc. 
11. Cli,'nt input 
12. Nature of client 

D. E...:-comi::il:q PrnL1Cll'.,:1 

C. 

r.t :~~;~~:(TTl)r ouEIc1o rGsources 
2. 
3. 

5. 
C. .., 
I • 

8. 

~t(l[f r(.'~d3t.::mce 

i\dmi nisLrator-mani1Cjer rcsi~t::Ulce 
cJudicifll-prosC'cu tor rO~'Jis tt:l.l1CC 
PC'rs'ilmc~] problems 
C 1 ien t ro,.;is ttl.llCC~ 
Efficiency ruther th,-m c:ffcctivcm8ss 
FuncJin~J ugency resis tance 

H(.'comj~:ill'l (,rllltli.l:i.on;, f,:hieh Pcl:1J('Lu,ll:c Pt'Cl!Jh111;; 
l-.-L~lck-of exrx;rtlsel1~ck-Ofrc;'sourcc7il1(D:da 
2. Vic\\'cd uS attC1ck on CC1Tlp3tenC2' /uttCI\lpt to dcminnte/outsidp.xs/ 

[l~m~ of c'xposure/failure to let them provide input 
3. In!i('(~ln~i l:y/loss of pov;(~r Inse/p,:::rsona1 interest in m:untaining 

0\v11 system/attack on administrator's WCly of dealing with problem 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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Z1) lllflt"Liu/uc1ditiont:ll \\'ork/loss of control/pointing out 
inc(1np< __ 'tc'I1cy/l.x:'ccming more cffcct.ive b) S~UlC 
Staff f('<:n~s loss of: :jobs/rcscnt outsiders/inubility to pay 
!;tll(ll~io~;/bud rc:put..:1tion of office; 
rrcllporary nC'0d to shift <lttorneys/possibly bigger caselood, 
i . C'. I lesfJ p(~rsoni11 conL:act 
LClck of i.nt.erest in quality rcprcscnt"ltion/mistrust of 
v:htlt: IS goinq on, rr."tll qO.J.ls 
L1Ck of !',ynFll:hy for nnu ccmpLQh(~nsion of gOc.'11s/prcssuro by 
clectol"tlto/financial priorities 

'. 

~--- ~----'---------" -' '--""- ~.-~==-""""-=~---------
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C~ DISCUSSION REPOI~-BACK OUrLINE 4 

I. ClnHl\CmIU:';'l'ICS OF MCJrIV.ATED A'I'l'OHNEY 

(J) Ceb3 to \','ork on Tirre 
(2) l\[)p':~itn:; l\ lc>rl: 
(1) l'ositivL' ld:tillld(~ 
( ·1) Knov:s and Studies the Llw 
(S) Cli,:'nt C(Jncc~m 
(fi) Ccxllph:tcs i\11 Steps in Ilandlin\] Cases 
(7) Inck..'!pcn k'lll: 
(8) 'I'clb:,s Cl"it:lcism 
(!~l) ! .. ;ork~3 1','-:'11 in (~)prcssivc Syr;tc.m 

(10) ::;tnys On cJob for D LorKj 'l'iIT';,:} 
(11) reD] is tic 1 tlSh2ad of l'1c;ssianic 
(12) SecKs hivicc und Utilizcs d1ill1l1cls 

II. NI:.:t"kJ:''; FOH AOIlJNH~G HJl'IVJ\Tlu'IJ 

(1) Salary /POI1SiOll 

(3) ~\'orkinl Conditions 
:1. ClJ:;c'1oad,; 
b. or f.i en r;pacn 
c. l\(},,< {t la te resource 

tools 

(4) CUrecr inc.:cntivcs 

(5) Prol1otiollal (tilc1 

assigl1Jnen t opportwli ties 

(G) Ad(.~ll1ilV: ~:;up(:rvision 
<1. Cuali ly control 
b. Fa.ir tmd com;istent 

cd l:i ci Filll Dnci 

it .. ,1.. '< lbi:\cl~ 

c. C).)(>n d.nrl blCl>'l!1 

.1 inc:r> of ccmmmi
cation, up and da.vn 

(7) Non-talltdible recosnition 

(8) Snull teanl idem ti ty 

(9) Flexibility of managerrcnt 

(10) Abi.1il:y to effect law 
rcfolJl1 

" 

i\CItIU~ STEPS 
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GROUP DISCUSSION REPOr~-BACK OUELINE 5 

I. O]·IPN{J\T IVE* E;TNl'ISTICS 

1\. ~·.'on-LQ~)S Trial Hccord 
B. Pcrcel1 ta(Jc of: Pl(~as 

C. Pc:rc(>ni:(1()C of Pretrial Dismissals. (Preliminary Hearinys, Dismissals, 
!:otinns) 

D. Porc'=,nUI'i'-' of 'i'rL:lls of Total Cllsr.lo;ld 
E. Porccnt:l'jc' oC CilS",:S Sentol1cc'!d to Prison 
F. Pcro,'lltall) of ~':ins on l\pp:~(ll 
G. Percclll:u':J() of Clients on Pretrial F.c lcase (Bail I O.R. etc.) CanpurE.xl 

to Otlx-'r jJ,"1tional, Sti.1tc, PJJgional D:.;fender Prcxjrarns 
H. Cost Conpu.rison with Private Bar 

II. HSPUTiYrICXJ 

A. Croup l\L L P~n !es 
']-.. -cQ~~iliil1 -l y-
2. C.Li cnt.s 
3. I'd V,'j Lc Dcrr 
~. JuJ'lQS 
5. Pro~~l"cutors 
6. Stclff 
7. Ccurt allLlches und police & cmToctions 

B. :~un"":,,; 

l-.-(l'C)[,;:;cdo:iC'll objc'ctivc (.valuCltion 
2. SU!j~~C;if'or I s cont(,lcts ',.,.i th groups 
3. t:on-supervisOl'Y staff conducted surveys of administration 

III. li~'I1::I'?J.l\r, SY~~TI:;;·lS 
~c;~o'('if\ij-11' elVer or Bum Out: 
B. r~ of J,,,h\1\YS I'i'ho \':unt to Heturn 
C. IJurnL)c'r of Extremely QU<'11ified i\pplicants 
D. Pendillfj Btlck Log & Disposition Rate 
E. If of r .... 1\" Ho fc'Ttl Successes 
F. DiscriJIl.1.I1Lltory Hc11ldling of CClses 
G. SUI::Drvisory .ENcJ.lucJ.tion 

*COT1pared to private bur unless otherwise indicated 
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APPENDIX D 

Bibliography of Recommended 

Readings for Students 
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SUGGESTED READINGS 

1. Affirmative Action For Women: A Practical Guide for Women 
and Management 

Dorothy Jongeward and Dru Scott 

2. Beyond Freedom and Dignity 
B.F. Skinner 

3. Born to Win: Transactional Analysis with Gestalt Experiment 
Muriel James and Dorothy Jongeward 

4. Changing Organizations 
Warren Bennis 

5. Effective Business and Technical Presentations 
George L. Morrisey 

6. Every Employee A Manager 
M. Scott Myers 

7. Exce 11 ence 
John Gardner 

8. How To Get Control of Your Time and Your Life 
Alan Lakein 

9. How To Get More DOGe in Less Time 
Joseph D. Cooper 

10. Integrating the Individual and the Organization 
Chris Argyris 

11. Lateral Thinking for Management 
Edward de Bono 

12. Management b Ob'ectives and Results in the Pub1 ic Sector 
George L. Morrisey to be pub1 ished in 1976 

13. Management-Minded Supervision 
Bradford B. Boyd 

14. Management - Tasks, Responsibi1 ities, Practices 
Peter F. Drucker 

15. 11anagerial Accounting 
Robe l't An thony 

16. Managerial Finance 
Weston Brigham 

17. Managerial Psychology 
Harold J. Leavitt 
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19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 
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Motivation and Personal ity 
Abraham Maslow 

New Patterns of Management 
Rensis Likert 

Personal ity and Organization 
Chris Argyris 

Preparing Instructional Objectives 
Robert F. Mager 

Profits, Growth, and Planning 
Edward L. Summers 

Self Renewal: The Individual and the Innovative Society 
John Gardner 

Success Through Transactional Analysis 
Jut Meininger 

Techniques of Financial Analysis 
Erich A. Helfert 

The Eco Spasm Report 
Alvin Toffler 

The Effective Executive 
Peter F. Drucker 

The Human Side of Enterprise 
Douglas McGregor 

The Professional Manager 
Douglas McGregor 

The Rational Manager 
Charles Kepner 

Theories of Management 
Raymond Mi les 

Time and Management 
Ros sA. \~ebbe r 

Women as Winners: Change Through Transactional Analysis 
Dorothy Jongeward and Dru Scott (to be publ ished in 1976) 

Work and the Nature of Man 
Frederick Herzberg 

Working 
Studs Terkel 
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APPENDIX E 

Student Feedback: 

Comments and Observations 

of Defender Managers in Attendance 

Regarding Program and Their 

Appl ications of Principles Learned 

)1"· q t.;1 ______ ........... __________________ ---'1111 __ ~-----.---------------------- -- ------
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(The fol lowing sLu~cnt evaluations arc juxtaposilioned; a~ *** symbol 
identifies the end of one stu~ent n~rrative and the beqinninq of another) 

The program did much to help me to improve the efficiency and wi 11 do 

much to help me in improving the efficiency of my office in the del ivery of 

defender services to the indigent criminally accused. It allowed me to apply 

the latest management techniques to improve the efficiency of my staff and 

my supervisors, to cut out wasted time in connection with such things as 

recognizing the psychological hangups that people have, their need for 

supportive actions or comments and discussions avoiding or minimizing and/or 

channel ing these into constructive activities which will result in a much 

more efficient time-saving operation. It wi 11 also inspire and motivate the 

members of the staff. 

One of the very definite assets of this program is to help us to help 

the lawyers improve the relationships that they have with clients and recognize 

the importance of maintaining cl ient satisfactiori and to deal with these problems 

in an organizational way in order to help them operate at maximum efficiency and 

at the same time to satisfy the needs of the cll~nt. The more that we can have 

in the way of the kind of programming that has been offered to us in this 

seminar the more we can util ize and translate and transform and apply these 

things, the better \ole can be, the better our lawyers can opel'all', the more 

efficient they will be and this will benefit the entire system. One 

specific example of the sort of things that live been discussing here is 

the matter of sharing or giving our lawyers a positive recognition in a 

group setting, not just IIJoe, you did fine and you really did a nice jobl' 

but in a group setting, at a meeting, an office meeting, where we can have 

our lawyers or investigators or whoever in the of~ice, law students, report 

on their successes and share them \vith others and derive positive recognition 

from them. This wil I boost morale In the environment that 1 mentioned where 

there are these negative things you1re going on and it wi 11 help maintain, 
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by virtue of that boosted morale, a high productivity and a high motivation 

for cl ient satisfaction and achievement. 

It was very beneficial to come into contact in this context, in this 

program, with management people in defender programs from allover the country, 

in a setting away from my office and away from their offices, away from dis-

tractions which our day-to-day operations entail, where we could relax and 

concentrate on the program at hand and derive a benefit of discussing various 

problems that each of us has and to hear those problems dealt with and analyzed 

by the professional expertise thatls made available through the program. 

found this very beneficial and it wi 11 help me to go back and to analyze the 

problems lhat ( am confronted with much more erfectively. 

Our office operates on a $2,000,000 budget and has 50 lawyers in five 

offices throughout the state. I have found this program to be extremely 

helpful particularly in the ability which it provides a manager to analyze 

problems. came to this conference with a particular problem of excessive 

caseload and gained great insight in learning how traditional management 

experts tackle problem solving. One of the preconceptions I had was to turn 

down cases thereby denying service to people who needed it and, through 

attendance at this conference, lIve recognized that there were other methods 

that could be used to solve the problem that we were experiencing. This 

provided great insight to our office and probably will provide representation 

to our cl ients. It will save the counties in the state money since the counties 

currently don't give sufficient funds to pay for the representation of indigents 

on appeal. If we were to turn down cases, the counties would have been forced 

to pay. However, if our office continues the representation, those costs wi 11 

be absorbed by the state government instead of turning down cases. We are 
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thereby handling more cases. In addition to that, we're redistributing the 

workload so that those offices which don't have such a high backlog can assist 

the ones that do, thereby avoiding the denial of service. One of the benefits 

that the entire criminal justice system could derive by using these management 

techniques is to provide more efficient service and to better improve the 

perspective which those people who pass through the system have of the way 

the system tricks them. I think that for a long time the criminal juslice 

system has lagged behind both business and some other areas of government in 

their use of these management techniques and to come to a conference where we 

could be trained by real experts is a great advantage for me and for many of 

the other defenders wl-]o I talked to vlho attended the conference. In short, 

I feel that the program has helped us provide a more cost-effective service 

and, at the same time, improve the quality of representation which we provide. 

It is my bel ief that, as a result of the techniques utilized and learned 

at this seminar, that the cost savings, whi Ie not directly attributable to the 

defender office budget, certainly would accrue to the total dollar outlay for 

the criminal justice system in the sense that it has already enabled earlier 

and more prompt dispositions short of trial court. 

I caw~ to this conference with the idea of transferring the technology 

that I would learn here through the Regional Planning Unit to a number of 

criminal justice agencies in my community. I have experienced at this con-

ference considerable education and a number of things which will benefit the 

local system. Management is one of the greatest single areas of possible 

Improvement for the criminal justice system; particularly for defender 

agencies since defender services are relatively new. I bel ieve tha~ judges, 

prosecutors, pol Ice, courts and corrections personnel could benefit from the 

I ... 
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techniques that we learned at this conference. Problem solving and analysis 

is certainly one of the things that is needed badly in the criminal justice 
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system. The techniqu(1s that Are avai lable through seminars such as this would 

be valuable in that reyard. With regard to specific changes that have occurred 

in my office since the initial session of this management conference, we have 

instituted a system v/ith the existing personnel, with no change in cost, to 

del iver services t(l indigent accused earl ier in the process of a case. We can 

get a defender to a cl ient very shortly aft~r that accused is arrested and 

welve found that that cuts the to the ultimate disposition in the case. The 

earl ier that the attorney is present in the case, the earl ier that case is 

disposed of thereby saving considerable time and money to the criminal justice 

system in general. Welve found that the earlier a defender gets into a case, 

the earlier the facts and circumstances surrounding that particular case can 

be evaluated and the case is much more susceptible to a negotiated settlement 

which is fair to all parties concerned. Attitudes have not hardened with 

regard to the prosecution. There are no specific charges as yet made against 

the defendant, and if the defendant has a lawyer existing in the process at 

this point, those matters can be considered and negotiated between the various 

agencies of the criminal justice system and a much more fair, just, reasonable 

and prompt settlement can be expected in most cases. As a result of the session, 

and real izing that there was a problem with our officels inability to greatly 

effect the outcome of a case other than through traditional measures, we had 

a staff meeting at v/hich all the la\'/yers involved sat dmm and analyzed the 

methods by which we might be able to enter a case earl ier. After analyzing 

this problem from all aspects and particularly those aspects which were import-

ant to those attorneys that were operating in those several courts, it was 

decided that one investigator would be assigned on a fulltime basis to all 

the jai Is who would, immediately upon the booking of an individual, call an 

on-duty lawyer who would then appear In the jail cell way before formal charge 

papers are even filed on the individual anu consult with him. Then he would 

----------,~~~-----------------------------.. --.. ---.-----!------------------
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consull with the prosecutor who (llso rnust review the prosp"ctivt' ch<lrge before 

the formal charge papers can be 3ssiqned and we were able to negotiate a number 

of cases. 
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I have observed, in my many years of experience, that defender offices 

are abysmally wanting in terms of sound personnel management principles and 

concepts. I came to this seminar thinking that I had it all in a nutshell. 

I didn't think that I could h<lve derived anythinq meaningful os a result of 

attending this conference, but always wonderin~ ~hether or not I really, 

really know it all as had ah"ays perceived that I did. I came strictly 

out of curiousity and am the first to admit that have received a very 

1 iberal education as a result of this experience. w~s made to real ize, 

as a result of this experience. I was made to real ize, as a result of coldly, 

coolly, objectively evaluating my performance over the past eight years with 

the very genuinely, warmly, knowledgeably, articulated, sound principles of 

personnel management that had been in the dark all of these years. As a 

result of the opportunity to share experiences with lawyers from throughout 

America, I'm finring out that the problems of defender offices arr? qenerally 

and pretty much the same throughout America. As a result of this empathy 

for the day-to-day problems that we all seem to share that we have in common 

notwithstanding the particular idiosyncracies of our particular geography 

tha~ there is a need, a very compel I in9 need, for LEAA to change its 

priorities and as opposed to investing mill ions and millions into pol ice 

departments for guns and tanks and barbed wire and other instruments of 

oppression, in educating judges, corrections people and court ~ersonnel. My 

query is 'lis the defense function an integral part of our so-called criminal 

justice system?" That question, I don't think that I need answer. LEAA, over 

the years, has been benignly neglectful of the defense function. This, 

I think, is ci-iminal because if the system, as a whole, is to work efficiently 
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and effectively and at a minimal cost to the tC1xpayers of America, there is 

a need to make certain that this integral part of the system (the defense 

function and those I:Jho are functioning in that capacity) be very knowledgeable 

about sound personnel management principles and concepts. Only this way 

can we get maximum, or hope to get, maximum productivity out of the avai lable 

legal resources functioning in the poverty lavJ area. Only then can the 

system bL made whole and only then can it be perceived by the citizenry of 

America \"Jho have come to bel ieve that this concept that vie openly and 

notoriously articulate Ilequal justice for all under law" wi 11 ever become 

a m~aningful real ity as opposed to lip-service that the poor of America 

have become accustomed to. 

As .).result of this experience I went back to my office nnd, as opposed 

to being removed and sort of aloof from my staff, I began to talk to them and 

to find out what their concerns were; how they felt that the services rendered 

by the office might be improved. found this a very enl ightening experience. 

Having been one who functioned from the base that Iino news is good news" and 

not having received or been the beneficiary of any input from staff, I per-

ceived that the office was well and thriving. found as a result of the 

information and the awareness that I was e~posed to and that was engendered 

and stimulated as a result of the conference, that there was a need to go back 

and to inquire of staff as to whether they really thought that what they were 

doing was what the defellsc function should be all About. I inquired ClS to 

how I, as the chief defender of the defender officp, could make it i) more 

meaningful experience for our cl ients and a more meaningful experience for 

the lawyers and other supportive personnel in the office. I found as a 

result of talking with the entire staff, on an individual basis and once 

collectively, that I have been func"tioning from a base of dismal ignorance. 

That situation today no longer exists. I am talking with my staff and 
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receiving input from them, to lhe extent that their suggestions and recom-

mendations will enhance the qual ity of the legal representation being afforded 

our cl ients and concomittantly to the extent that those suggestions and 

recommendations can enhance the cost-effectiveness of our operation. am 

deal ing into them on a day-to-day basis. 

supervise the public defender program as well as the leCjal wid pr09ram 

within a county of about 85,000 people. We have a total budget of about 

$120,000; three attorneys, 2 secretaries, legal interns and \.;e hire parttime 

investigatory help. This program has benefited our criminal justice system. 

After coming to this program I decided that we were not getting into our cases 

quickly enough. When I returned we initiated an early-morning-checking-the-

pol ice-station type system. After the first session I clecided that I had a 

real problem with my secretary. have since sU0gestcd she find other employ-

ment and she has. After she left I found that some of the problems she was 

having with the various court workers, which, of course, was cutting down the 

efficiency between the court and my office significantly. had not been 

aware of this. However, the court personnel informed me of it. With regard 

to this program in helping the efficiency in del ivery of defender services 

to the indigent, it was important in handling staff to really learn how to 

prai5e the good things and capital ize on the strengths of each staff member. 

Most of the interaction and direction of the program resulted in making me a 

better executive. Meeting people here in a central location; Olll' or the 

fringe benefits of this particular program was meeting the people here. 

Anytime you get defenders together there is this real feel ing of committment 

\-1hich is true of all groups. However, this group is especially interesting 

because welre all probably at the same level of development as managers, and 

I can see within this group that this will probably be the vanguard of the 

best defender programs coming in the next ten years. Just getting to know 
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lhe group will providp i1 greal deal ()f ',uppcrt !)('tWt'l~n the vuriou'i offices 

throughout the country. I can see a real lasting effect on the relationships 

that we have maintained here. Anytime you can make a phone call to get the 

answer to a question because you know where the answer is going to be (we 

have shared budgets and statistics) means that much less time is going to be 

taken out of your budget and hiring that kind of consultants. Right now, 

I feel I have an entry into about 20 offices across the countl-y, some of 

which have been developed longer, statewide (mine is new). Itls just an 

unbel ievable resource which I feel wi 11 be available to me for at least the 

next ten, fifteen years that 1111 be in the movement. 

I am Administrator-Director for an LEAA-funded program with a budget of 

approximately $202,000; four attorneys, five investigators, two secretaries, 

one law student, myself and other resources that we pick on from lime to time 

in the community. The program benefits our office especially in helping us 

to develop or helping myself to be able to develop a system of data-collection 

which we now use in our office and I hope will be very effective and in a few 

months we ' I be able to determine that. The data system allows us to know 

when we get our clients, where they come from, how many are pending, how many 

we close and what those dispositions are. This helps us then tn effcctiv~ly 

divide the time of attorneys or channel thpir efforts into the different 

areas of the court process that we use right now. It not only benefits us, 

it also benefits the criminal justice system in that our program is an 

alternative program to our present d~fender system nnd by example, we hnvc 

shown that the things that we have in our project are useful and necessary 

to the criminal justice system. Maybe itls helpful to point out that LEAA 

has cited us an exemplary project. 

This, at least in our county, has affected the delivery of defender 

services in that the county defender has now taken on some of the ideas in 
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our rroject such as c;eparatinq court appointment frum the defend(>r process. 

The defender now handles that. A board selects a defender and the defender 

now is paid directly from the county and not from the court budget. The 

defender now has an administrator who i; just involved in administration, 

because one of our emphasis was that an attorney could not effectively be 

involved in cases, trials, as well as administration. All of this has con-

tributed to the cost effectiveness of not only our program but the programs in 

our 'ounty. I t has caused our defender system to real ize that l.hey should go 

from a parttime system to a fulltime system bc~ause at present the parttime 

system actually costs more to operate than the fulltime system. 

By helping our agency operate more effectively (and it has helped us 

promote our ideas to the county) I guess welve had these ;deas all along. But 

we will be able to show much better effectiveness of our program and thus how 

the counties should more effectively run their own. One of the fringe benefits 

is having met people from irlrge offices and medium offices, and finding out the 

problems that they have, the problems that they haven1t thought about. My office 

is different from most offices here, but itls helped me to real ize and to analyze r some of the things that go on In our office to make it run better. 
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We are a private non-profit organization consisting of a staff of 

approximately 80 with 35 attorneys. I am the chief administrative attorney 

in the office. Our budget is about $1,200,000 a year and we are underfunded. 

think it was very important that the conference was held in the boondocks. 

know that if we had held this conference regionally or in big cities, I 

would have definitely played the "harried executivell . was very pessimistic 

L ] 
when I came to this program. lid read the brochures about the use of 

transactional analysis tools and I was very reluctant to come. thought it 
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was going to be another one of these panacea sessions where there is one 

answer for everything and 11m delighted to say that think live learned a 

tremendous amount. The tools that live been taught and learned live attempted 

tu apply in the situation ~·Jith some success. The most important 

thing I learned was the necessity for having purposes and goals for an organ-

ization that are stated and understood. I will use the tools that I developed 

in this program to reorient our organization and to, once again, establ ish the 

goal that we are only there because of our cl ients and that every decision that 

I make as an administrator, I make on the basis of one criteria alone and that 

is what is in the best interest of our cl ients. think this is a decided 

change from the history of our organization. think the end result would be 

definitely cost-effective, as client satisfaction mlninizes the cost of the 

criminal justice system in general. Satisfied cl ients are less apt to appeal. 

Satisfied clients are less apt to create problems in the jai 1. SatisFied 

clients are less apt to write letters to the judges which take judges time and, 

I think, thatls very good. The goal is not to keep the pressure off the other 

parts of the system. The goal is to de'liver the best services. But I think 

thatls a corollary result. I think one of the most valuable things I learned 

in the conference also will have cost-effective impl icatlons is the necessity 
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to reanalyze problems; problems analysis which I knew something about. But 

it was always good to hear it again, and once again, has forced me to reanalyze 

problems. Every time I've done that I lve come up with a different problem than 
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I had originally perceived, which is very important to me. For instance, a 

specific example that I think is no\', solved: I felt we had a supervising 

attorney who was not doing certain things and -that was true but that was not 

the problem. The problem was basically a lack of direction, leadership and 

faith by top-level people. And that problem appears to have been solved. 

think this seminar has helped me reinforce in my mind something I believe in 

and that is common sense. Basically, all the tools and techniques and every-

thing that you've taught us can be boiled down to common sense. Which people 

in professions really have to be reminded of constantly. I think that if 

some miracle were to occur and you were able to do this kind of session with 

judges, pol ice correctional officers and prosecutors, that there would be a 

dramatic impact on the system in general. One of the ideas we learned, and 

J believe in strongly, is the fact that you really have to analyze "largeness" 

and whether you really think you should have a large organization. Stated 

more simply--whether you think you need as many people as you presently have. 

I've appl ied that kind of thinking to my situation and have come to the con-

elusion that we do not need all the people that we have. There are a number 

of people who are not doing their work and should not be there or should be 

in some way convinced that they should do their work. These people actually 

create work for people that do their work and thereby make our operation less 

efficient and effective. have used some of the techniques live learned here 

to get rid of or to rechannel people in the office who need turning aside who 

were creating problems for us and who made our operation n~re costly. The most 

important thing I learned and probably appl ied in this course is that I was 
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able to convince the board of directors of our organization that if we 

continued to increase our costs without any increase in caseload (which welve 

been doing traditionally) in other vJOrds, not doing any more work but going 

in every year and asking for a 30% to 40% increase in our budget, we would be 

committing suicide. I finally convinced them of that and the necessity for 

becoming cost-effective and at the same time del ivering quality services; I 

don't think theylre mutually inconsistent. Thatls a myth. As soon as you 

say it, it is accepted. live learned here that welve got to do away with some 

of those myths. J've learned a lot of that. think there is a myth that there 

is some way you can scientifically calculate whether you are del ivering excellent 

ser'/ices as a defender. I think that's impossible. I agree with Drucker that 

external things are impossible to quantify. It is very, very frustrating for 

very gifted people, to spend a lot of their time in those areas. Those energies 

would be much better spent internally determining "well, this person obviously 

can be rr,ore effective by getting discovery earl ier." Our whole system could be 

more effective by establ ishing a new system. Those types of things are much 

more important than the external things. The myth that the good trial attorney 

cannot be a good administrator"; I think there is a reason for that myth, but to 

say that they are always mutually exclusive is wrong. used to feel very 

guilty about realizing late at night that ( really liked what J was doing as 

an administrator and that since ( was a competent trial attorney ( felt guilty 

about finding that ( liked being an administrator which used to do before. 

People make excuses for being administrators and the fact that they miss the 

courtroom, and I think they're not trhL incere. They are throwing that out 

because they know trial attorneys don't like administrators, especially ones 

they deal with in the criminal area because welre always in favor of the down-

trodden and administrators are never the downtrodden; it's always the workers. 
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There is some of that, 50 you always mi'lke excuses; "well, I'm an <.ldminislrator 

but I'm really a tridl attorney at hoon". And I think that's wrong. 

learned from people here that deal ing with people In an honest way, in 

and upfront way, is a good administrative tool. For four years my primary 

problem (which I real ized wasn't his problem, it was more or less mine and the 

defenders' problem) was that there was a supervising attorney who'd been a 

supervising attorney for four years and had never been told what he was supposed 

to do and had never been told that we expected him to be a thinker rather than 

a lying person and a conceptualizer. Therefore, he was incredibly frustrated. 

For four years people in my position and people in defenders positions had 

always put off talking to this person about anything. Which is true of any 

personnel problem in our office. The philosophy was "kick it under the rug 

and the problem wi 11 go a\vay or move him some~vhere else and it wi II go a\vay'l. 

As a result of this course, I started being very, very honest with people as 

far as what I felt others were feeling about them and trying to resolve problems 

before they became problems. It seems to have worked incredibly. I really do 

disagree with some of the people here who feel that you should not get people 

together where they have a disagreement. think people should be honest with 

one another and you should get those things out or they will be much more 

dangerous. We were getting no consideration out of him for the salary we were 

paying him. He WdS doing nothing other than sitting in his office. He was 

very frustrated and everyone else was very frustrated 50 he was really just 

dead weight. He was not doing anything to earn his salary. Now he is doing 

more than two or three people in similar positions, which always knew he was 

capable of. It was just letting him know what I expected of him; telling him 

to do things on his own initiative and not look for approval from myself as a 

defender. We always found ways not to give that person things. Now 11m 

consciously finding ways to give that person things to do. As a result, the 
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people that work underneath him are much happier and their attitude with 

their client is much better. They have more time--they don' l have to do 

administrative things and they don't have to complain if things are getting 

done. So they can spend more time trying cases and developing relationships 

with cl ients. 

mentioned earlier that I no longer make apologies for liking adminis-

tration and now I really feel comfortable being an administrator and enjoying 

that role. There is an opening in our office for a public defender who is 

the person who runs the office. was very reluctant to apply for that 

position because I was sold on the concept that I was a trial lawyer and 

should not be ap administrator, even though I knew that I felt as comfortable 

being an administrator as I did being a trial attorney. In some instances 

more. felt that I got more done and the challenge was more in administration 

than it was in the courtroom. That's the real reason I 1 iked the courtroom, 

because of the challenge. 

think I made the point earl ier in my presentation, that our organiza-

tional structure created ~ ~lems and the way I did that was by analyzing it 

by using problem analysis. a Jot of the tools that I was taught here to 

analyze that structure and came to the conclusion that it was glaring. It 

was so obvious that our structure encouraged people to manipulate rather than 

to do. I haven't been able to change the structure ~f the organization yet, 

but I hope that I can. live learned by problem analysis, and a lot of other 

things, that the system we had WdS very ineffective and it didn't allow people 

an opportunity to get things done. 

I couldn't really articulate the most valuable thing this program has 

done, but it has given us the tools to ~,iminate burnout, the number one 

problem affecting defender associations throughout the 50 year history of 
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defender associations. I just ~eep thinking, if there are administrators in 

defender offices who had benefit of this program in the past, they probably 

would not have burned out. These people and their organizations would have 

been a lot better. feel this is really cost-effective because the most 

costly thing in any organization is a high rate of turnover. You have to 

retrain, and I feel that is probably the most valuable. 

was really astonished that after a short session of three days I got 

back to the office and I found that much of what I had not realized was all 

that important was very usable and much of it worked in a way that I would 

never have expected it to. f don't think that I made any deliberate efforts 

to stroke people nicely or this sort of thing--positive strokes. became 

more aware of It/hat I i'laS doing; not necessarily in my relationships Itlith 

staff people in a one-to-one basis because that I think I've always been 

very conscious of. But more of the effect of my debt ing with one person 

on other people who might be around and whether they felt that I wasn't paying 

attention to them or peripheral things that I didn't notice out of the corner 

of my eye. I've become very aware of that. I think that this Is a very blind 

spot that I had had. also found that I had a weakness as far as--well, I 

suppose everybody has this weakness--facing the fact that you have somebody 

who should be fired or who should be demoted. But, you're aware of it. And 

I can't say why this did make me come back and say "by God, I'm gonna meet 

with this problem" but did. As a result, two clerical people who should 

have been fired were. A supervisor who had become a supervisor before my time 

by happenstance was put back on staff and although it wasn't really for me to 

do the actual mechanical handling of it--I had to be there when it happened. 

( am very proud of the fact and I'm not sure I could have handled It before. 

He has elected to stay In this office as a trial lawyer because he was told 
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he could go wherever he wanted. We don't feel there is any unpleasantness 

or any em (. '-rassment c:nd he didn't feel that at all. So I feel that I 

handled it right and I think that! can certainly relate it to what happened 

here without being able to specifically tell you without taking 49 hours how 

it actually worked bVl it did work. That, I found to be very impressive. 

Over and beyond the obv;ous thing~ that one gets out of this that were planned 

is what maybe what wasn't planned. What I would call a fringe benefit. That 

is, the meeting of so many people who would seem to be in an altogether 

different situation. Yet, I can see that the problems that I have as an 

administrator or supervisor are not all that different even though I'm in the 

middle echelon. But, it's still a relation up and it's a relation down. In 

my case I even have the extra thing of not being in the top echelon, but yet, 

being on top of a whole bunch of supervisors under me, apart from the staff. 

It's the sort of thing that there's no exact paral leI because ours is a 

'Jnique situation. But yet, it's not all that different and I don't know 

any way that I could have become aware of this. I could meet these people 

at a thousand conventions and a thousand other types of meetings where I never 

would know exactly what's going on in their organizations because it came out 

without their meaning to tell. It's the sort of thing that you're dealing with 

from a different area ... that you're not even aware you're tell ing. don't 

know whether this was planned or it wasn't planned. It probably wasn't but 

it doesn't matter. The fact is, I don't. know any other way we would have 

gotten this type of relationship and an understanding of the similarities of 

the problem, which is all part of what we talk about when we say criminal 

justice system. 

The initial awareness that one has to recognize as a part of this course 
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is the fact that a person may be a decent trial attorney in no way means 

that he's a decent administrator-. We are in no way programmed with the 

tools necessary to be effective managers. The concept of rewards and 

the concept of isolating problems and how to deal with them were b~sically 

pi('-in-the-sky ideas until I came here and really began to face them with 

other people. I realized there were practical solutions not only to personal 

problems of people in the office, but to their professional responsibility 

and the way they handled the problems themselves. Before I came, I actually 

thought I had an exemplary office. had no problems whatsoever. My main 

purpose in coming here was to gain some insight of the problems of other 

offices, particularly larger offices in conjunction with my work to devise 

a statewide public defender system. The committee working on this was bogged 

down because of our lack of ability to proceed with ultimate conclusions into 

the exact type of program we wanted. The input was there and everyone knew 

there was a problem. There was an impasse as far as arriving at specific 

conclusions and recommendations for a statewide system. As a direct result 

of the program as far as going to the bottom line and deciding what you 

ultimately want as far as being goal-oriented and working out the details 

later was of immense importance, not only to me, but ultimately to the committee 

in being able to finally grasp the issues and recognize what we needed to do 

was not on a step-by-step basis and figure out the reasons whj this wouldn't 

work. But, to go to the bottom I ine, decide the type of program we actually 

wanted and instead of deciding the reasons why it wouldn't work, to decide on 

how we could overcome the obstacles that we would have to overcome. There is 

no question that it was a direct result of reinforcement and management tools 

that! gained from this seminar. 

In my office, I went back and decided that even though I thought the 

------------------------------------~----~--
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office was completely open and everyone discussed everything, I gave a 

questionnaire. The questions on it were items that had been brought up in 

the discussion here, particularly the problem areas. This was not only to 

make the people aware of their situation in the office, but to give me some 

feedback. I found out that I was creating an atmosphere wherein the attorneys 

themselves bel ieved that they should not be there longer than two years 

instead of creating a career type orientation. Also, the investigators wanted 

more guidance and they wanted more leadership from me. There was great 

will ingness on the part of the attorneys to assist me in some of the duties 

that f had and at the same time, they recognized some of the problems that 

I had were a direct result of not delegating these responsibilities. So, 

through the simple process of nothing other than a questionnaire and discus-

sing the questionnaire with people in the office, a lot of the problems worked 

themselves out. A basic lack of communication existed that I had no idea 

existed until I asked them about it. It was something that simple and I would 

never have thought to do it except through the interaction that I got through 

the seminar. 

see impl ications beyond the office. I bel ieve there is a great 

need in the criminal justice system to recognize the fact that the weaknesses 

in the criminal justice system are inherent weaknesses because of the 

closed society that we've created. Those of us that are responsible for 

administrating and the bel ief that non-lawyer types wil I not be beneficial. 

There has got to be a realization that outside help, whether through 

consultant work or through cost-effective techniques, would be of immense 

value in not only isolating the problem but in giving basic management 

tools to cope with it. An attorney is not an administrator simply because 

he is an attorney. He's got to receive the tools first before he can 

administrate and that'S what's lacking. I don't think there is any question 
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that these tools would be certainly helpful and beneficial. 

live been to about seven or eight national conferences. I have gained 

more from this conference in terms of viable tools in defense management than 

in (111 of the others put together. The concept thal a person can be sp()on-

fed information and then relate this into meaningful programs in his own 

office, I think, is just a joke. The interplay between people, the 

challenging concepts that are held, the discussion and implementation of 

various management tools wrlch came forth in this conference, using the 

method of teaching, we gained working knowledge. I believe therein lies 

the primary value to me as a manager and that in leaving here and going 

back to my office, 1'm taking with me concepts that can be easily transferred 

into action, instead of wishful thinking, platitudes and handouts on worn 

out defense strategies. 

My experience here has been extremely beneficial and I hope it can 

continue to be beneficial to myself personally and to those people for whom 

I am responsible as far as management. think that one of the ironies of 

my having observed thi~ entire process is that prior to having attended this 

conference, I think the entire thrust of my work as a manager, and as an 

attorney, was so absorbed in the immediacy of the solution of day-to-day 

problems that there was no time to stand back and look at the more broad 

difficulties and concepts of what the defense bar, particularly the Indigent 

defense bar, is all about. Ironically, it was only by, in effect, shutting 

down the entire system and standing back and taking a long hard look at this 

for a short period of time that the entire system was made to run more effect-

ively, at least as far as my own operations go. Having examined the system as 

"coldly and analyticallyll as possible, I was able to come up with some solutions 

for resolving personal problems that had as far as deal ing with myself as a 

manager, practicing attorney and for my staff. Specially, I implemented a 

.£t.~ __________________ ~ 
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J progr<Jf1l about l\'/o \'Jec~ks after the cornplet ion of the fi rst ph,1S(' nr thie; 

J 
conference in \."hich I changed and streamlined the entire' process of 

representation of cl ients on appeal. My primary concern in devising this 

] system was to provide a me<Jns to adequately represent and continue to 

effectively represent every cl ient <Jnd yet figure out a way, at the same 

] time, to deal with the overwhelming problem. In my particular office, 

dealing with a caseload that was well beyond the control of the attorneys--

] a problem, imposed on us by sort of outside forces beyond our control and 

J 
which we could have controlled very easily simply by withdrawing from cases. 

But that was not a remedy which I found to be either pol iticRlly or person-

] ally feasible in light of my analysis of the problem. I felt that withdrawal 

was not a solution of the cl ient's problem, which is my greatest concern. 

] Withdrawal from the case in my office means that private counsel would be 

] 
appointed instead of our agency. In the experience of the court and the 

experience live had wi th private attorneys who are appointed in place of our 

] office, I found that the effectiveness of representation, in fact, goes down. 

I felt that, also, it didn't solve the court's problem; the case was still 

] pending before the court. It didn't solve the prosecution's problem because 

] 
they still ~ad to write a brief from their side. So, that withdrawal was 

really a way of making cases disappear from before my eyes, but not to solve 

J any of the problems for other parties that are involved in the entire process. 

I devised a system for the accelerated disposition of cases in which a remedy 

] was easi ly drafted and quickly drafted and where it had the most impact with 

those cl ients who were serving short prison terms and who could derive the most 

] E benefit from an immediate disposition of their case. It is still in the process 

] 
now but, I feel that it's got a good deal of potential and is something that has 

never been tried in our agency. I don't think in any way it would have been 

]11 possible for me to arrive at the conclusions arrived at in this entire process 
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without having had the tools provided to me in the course and the techniques 

learned through the conference. With regard to how those solutions affected 

my staff, after having implemented this program, they assumed there are cases 

which are very difficult to find winning issues and many of them were going 

to have to ultimately withdraw as counsel on nppeal because the appeal is 

frivolous. And yet, the attorneys felt a tremendous amount of motivation. 

To be involved in a program like this where we were striking out and trying 

a new system that had never been tried. Because we were coming to grips with 

the problem that was common to the entire staff. In the long run this entire 

thing is going to hit where it does the most good, for the legislature and 

the taxpayer. It saves money. It's the kind of a program where we could 

dispose (in pretty frank terms) we can dispose of cases at less expense per 

case. I think there is little doubt that the Immediate Impact and long term 

impact of this kind of solution is going to result in saving money to the 

agency. With regard to the question of whether this kind of a process has 

appl ication outside of the defender system has more broad application in the 

criminal justice system, this kind of a program is of great Importance and 

could be extremely beneficial I particularly with regard to management skills. 

Every judge is a manager in effect In his courtroom. At least the heads of 

prosecution bar, promotions to managerial positions are made as a result of 

your skil I as an attorney rather than your skill as a manager. They make some 

sort of value judgment that because you're a good attorney you'll make a good 

manager. I don't think there is necessarily a complete correlation between 

the two. In fact, my own feel ing is that many attorneys who are qood in the 

sense that they succeeded in law school and they are succeeding in practice 

may not make very good managers at all. They are tuught in law school to 

perform tasks of memorizing vast amounts of knowledge for use in their 
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profess ion und the tr~s t of ')uccess in I aw schoo lis your ab iIi ty to absorb 

and recall. The luwyer, when 1e comes away from law school has learned a 

good deal of facts and may have learned how to use thnsE- facts logically. 

But, he also comes out of laltl school almost totally anonymous and almost totally 

dehumanized. He moves into the system and spends absolutely no time in the 

law school process and, in fact, it's totally antithetic<11 to all the goals 

of learning. The entire law school process in antithetical tv learning 

concepts. Note: there's no supportive atmosphere in law school. There 

is no feedback and as a result it creates individuals who are good human 

beings despite the fact they are lawyers. I don't say that with any 

bitterness tOl'Jard la~-v school in piirticular; I think it's just an inherent 

aspect of the learning process which seems to be in law schools today. As 

far as this process applies to thise attorneys, I feel itls a QfOCeSS that 

teaches them to analyze themselves and thier strengths and to look to the 

strengths that are in other people. With that, I bel ieve, it tends to 

humanize the entire process of giving the individual Involved in management 

a good deal more sensitivity to what's going on around him. This holds 

true for pol ice and corrections officials who are, in the words I bel ieve 

of the author of the report on "Crlminal Justice from the Corsumer:s 

Perspectlve" , which states the pol ice were workers, people whose job It was 

to arrest criminals. And corrections officials, by the same token, are 

people whose job It it Is to keep criminals In prison. This kind of process 

tends to take one away from the sort of worker role, and look at the more 

broad question of what the entire criminal justice system is all about. 

Whether we are going to talk about what is best for the defendant, himself, 

the criminnl accused, or talk about what's best for society. Are we going 

to just put him away forever or are we going to make him a useful member of 

society? 
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As far- as this program ()pplies to thO';e CltlOrtlC'ys, I feel ills () process 

that teaches them to analyze themselves and their strengths and to look to 

the strengths that are in other people. With that, I bel ieve, it tends to 

sensitize the entire process; giving the individual involved in management 

a good deal more sensitivity to what's going on around him. 

1 have benefited from this seminar in many ways. This program will help 

to improve the efficiency of all the services that 1 give as the publ ic defender. 

The exercises we went through were initially concerning time. went back to 

my office and put them into use. J've learned the difference between positive 

time and negative time, which 1 really didn't understand before. looked at 

my own schedule and asked myself "just what am I doing and why am doing it?" 

and "lsOit positive to things I want to accompl ish or is it negative time?" 

I found a great p~rt of my activity has been using negative time, as well as 

other members of our office. I now have a portion of my day to sit down and 

do things I have deemed the most important. I write down "deemed to be most 

important to my job" and I found in I ittle time (live even gone as short as 

a half hour, but basically an hour or 90 minutes) 1 accomplish more. I have 

used this and I take my lunch now instead of going out for lunch and I've found 

that I can eat my lunch in a matter of 10 or 15 minutes and use the rest of the 

time productively, or, to relax. In the area of cost-effectiveness I think 

it's obvious that time is money and especially when you're deal ing with 17 

other attorneys in your office. Their time is money to the offic~ and, with 

the amount of case work that each of us has, if each individual member of 

the office were to use their time productively and to make it positive 

j[ I ] 
instead of negative time, the amount of cases we could move would be well 

within the area of saving, perhaps 25~ to 50% of that time. This does not 

[ I ]1 

j[ •• ]1 

mean that 1 don't think we are going to let any attorneys go. But as the 

caseload increases, as it does every year at least in the office we are in; 

'\ , a 
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crime incre<1s(~d in my community lil<it YPilr by 3ll>;, I lhink we would be ilble 

to hundle und achieve more happily und more effectively. Therefore, it is 

cost-effectiveness in the final analysis. Cl ient satisfaction is one thing 

this course has helped me with and this is the area that I wanted to be 

accompl ished in the past weeks--cl ient satisfaction--at least the attorney-

client relationship part of that client sutisfaction. understand the client 

better. When talking to my cl ient in jail, he sometimes plays games. am 

now able to see those games and sometimes talk him out of them, if he is the 

kind of cl ient I can talk to. This saves me costly time, I feel better toward 

my cl ient and do more for him than if I had to play his game and cost me time. 

I've leveled with some of my cl ients and told them what they were asking me to 

do, I can't ... at least shouldn't because of costly time I can't afford to 

take, and recommend what feel is more effective. feel better about my 

representation than I would have because I recognized the game he was playing. 

saving and thought-saving analysis. Again, I think that the whole system 

I think we better understand my job and his position and therefore, we can save 

each other a lot of heartache and I don't get frustrated. 

How can this benefit the justice system~s a whole? I have found out 

about the little bit of frustration I must undergo in this area because judges, 

prosecutors, pol ice corre~tion people don't understand all of the impl ications 

that this recently found knowledge that I have. However, I feel they can see 

a difference in me (an easier-going person who doesn't get frustrated). 

wish they had the benefil of having knowledge of this cost-saving, energy-

could generally benefit. 
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To be perfectly honest, before I came to this seminar, was rather 

skeptical as to whether or not I would get anything from this, having attended 

other conferences over the past two years. More particularly, I'm very concerned 

with how the other defenders around the country would be relating to what I had 

to say where I was coming from in relationship to my job. I'm quite happy 

with the results I have received from attending this seminar. One of the main 

primary goals I've achieved is the ability to concentrate more on long-range 

[ planning as opposed to merely responding to crisis situations. From discussions 

that we have had, both formally, during classes and informally within small 
[ 

groups, really have begun to focus on the types of changes I must institute. 

[ The types of goals 11m going to concentrate on and the managerial techniques 

of achieving those--such as blocking out certain time periods during my day 

[ which I have up to now had a hard time doing. sti 11 have a hard time doing 

it but I really real ize and recognize now for the first time the real importance 

[ 
of long-range planning. Some of the concepts touched on in this seminar are 

really very helpful to me, both professionally and personally. The whole concept 

of stroking--of giving people positive feedback--as a method of motivating them 

to do their jobs is a technique which is very rarely, if ~ver, in my organization 

utilized. I can, for the first time, really see the great need for this kind of 

reinforcement and strengthening of peoples' egos and attitudes who work for me. 

Obviously, the bottom line there would be that a happy ~nd ego satisfied [ 
employee will be a more productive and better employee. Up until I attended 

the conference also in September, my main concentration was, rather than on 

cl ient satisfaction, on attorney satisfaction. I always viewed my lawyers as 

II J . ., 
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my cl ients and more or less left them alone when they were deal ing with 

their clients. From the discussions with the other defenders at the 

conference, it's become apparent again, a bottom I ine goal of the organ-

ization is cl ient satisfaction and I plan on making a more strenuous effort 

towards achieving that goal. By cl ient satisfaction I mean having a cl ient 

actually feel that he or she has received a competent adequate legal represen-

tat ion and not merely measure satisfaction on wins or losses. Most organiza-

tions are not people oriented. Mine is not, and from this seminar I have 

gotten a greater awareness of that in order to be more effective with what 

we are doing. We have to really concentrate on the people in our organiza-

tion. Making them happier, creating an env! ronment they feel they can achieve, 

attainable goals within a system that normally people feel they cannot achieve, 

attainable goals and really try to make our cl ients happier with the service 

we are providing--rather than learning managerial techniques per se such as, 

how to do a budget, how to write an annual report. I really picked up a 

number of ways in which to motivate attorneys and other people in my office 

to do a better job and be more productive. As a result, the office will be 

much more efficient. Meeting the other defenders throughout the duration of 

this' conference has also been enl ightening. In talking to them, it has become 

very obvious that our problems are similar. It was very interesting and very, 

very helpful to hear how different people from around the country have solved, 

or at least tried to approach, different problems which I am now attempting to 

deal with as a result of the way the conference was run, and the methods 

employed--a more humanistic approach as opposed to a more business approach. 

I really feel a closer bond with those doing my kind of work. It is a reaffirm-

ation of my job when I can at least relate better to those people who are doing 

the same jobs. 
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This program will help improve the efficiency of the defender offices 

services to the Indigent criminals. It is the first program I have seen 

which provides a forum or a method whereby the administrators of the office 

have to realize they are administrators first and lawyers second because, in 

order to be a good administrator and improve the system, it has to come from 

within, which means the attorneys who have worked in the system on a lower 

level, some of them must make the decision to improve the systeffi. This means 

giving up going into court and devoting their energies to being effective 

administrators. This proJram is first putting the emphasis on being a good 

administrator, and understanding all the workings within your office. If you 

are a good administrator, you'll get more productive time out of the attorneys, 

better results and more efficiency in their performance. The case cost would 

be reduced because you'll be turning more cases for the same amount of time 

~nd the attorneys' production will give better results which will satisfy the 

client. In other words, It will be a process of filtering all the way down 

through the cl ient. If you can make the attorneys happy, and administer your 

offices in an efficient manner, you get more production from your attorneys. 

Attorn~ys will be providing better services and results for the indigent and 

therefore have cl ient satisfaction. This program has also brought attorneys 

to thinking as administrators of their offices, people are more important than 

programs. This appl ies not only to their staff attorneys but also the clients. 

It also provides a forum to exchange ideas among al I the various defender offices 

throughout the country and by sharing these Ideas, we can go back and make our 

offices more productive. This management seminar can benefit the criminal 

jus t ice system, including the courts, prosecution and defense as well as 

corrections in that we a re a vita 1 pa rt of that whole system and if \'Ie can 

improve our act and efficiency, it's going to force the district attorneys and 

t 
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courts to improve. We can relate to them and share our experiences and become 

more of an integral part of the whole system. One of the specific examples of 

what I have learned at this seminar is some of the principles of management 

leadership in changing a person's attitude and apply them to one attorney 

in our office and change his attitude toward the office and the office's 

attitude towards him. 

As a result of this program, I was able to apply some techniques and 

skills in the office and ~'iith the attorneys with whom I work which I think 

enabled me and my attorneys to do more and better work more quickly. Of 

primary importance were the techniques that I learned about time management, 

which enabled me to schedule my o\'in time cHtter, to waste less time and to 

use more of my time constructively. This, in turn, enabled me to do a better 

job of supervising, guiding and training my attorneys ultimately the result 

of which will make me more responsible and have more productive attorneys more 

quickly. I also have been able to teach some of the time management techniques 

to the attorneys that they independently and individually learn about how to 

use their time more effectively and get more work done in the same period of 

time. The program, in addition to giving some suggestions with respect to 

organizational techniques and systems management, I believe, will incr~dse 

morale, wil I enable me to do better planning and formulate policies--all of 

which will help the office work more efficiently as well as more effectively. 

There is Jess wasted time since live been able to attend this program and 

believe that this will continue as more and more techniques are appl led. 

felt that the techniques learned during the program are easily transferable for 

use by any organization, be It a prosecutor's office, a judicial system, a 

correctional system, as well as the standard use. The techniques were also 

easily transferable by me to other offices in my defender system as well as to 
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other offices through contacts that I have through personal friendships. 

Therefore, what I learned can be used by many of the people with whom I 

come 'j n con tact. 

The program is the first exposure that I, as an attorney, have ever had 

with the technique of management and the learning of management skills. Most 

attorneys do not have any idea of what it takes to he an effective manager. 

The program has instructed me how to deal with attorneys on a level which will 

necessarily improve effectiveness. In other words, efficiency and effectiveness 

have been brought into an area where we as attorneys can deal with them and 

improve those concepts in the -epresentation of indigents. The matter of how 

the increaSing of efficiency and effectiveness in representing indigent defendants 

will benefit society, I believe is very clear. On the other hand, by increasing 

effectiveness, the attorneys On our staff will be able to serve the community 

on a cost-effective basis more than a disorganized unmotivated group of attorneys 

would without proper morale and motivation. Secondly, and probably more important-

Iy, the more effective an attorney becomes, the greater the impact on the community. 

The primary objective of any defender organization is to relate to the community 

that the persons from the community who are accused of crime will be receiving 

as good or better representation than people who are accused of crime and who 

have unl imited funds. The program is extremely effective in the realm of its 

relationship to judges, prosecutors, corrections personnel, and court personnel 

because the entire criminal justice administration system is tightly funded, its 

funds are tightly scrutinized, its productivity is carefully scrutinized. There 

is a great deal of thinking in the legal community today which is pointing towards 

implementing business procedures. By business, I mean to say profit and loss, 

how to achieve the maximum effectiveness wit., the given number of personnel, 

given budgets that each of the various agencies have. Increasing productivity, 
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efficiency and effectiveness. If this were done in each of the areas affecting 

the administration of the criminal justice system, I believe thClt it would be 

a very short period of time before the criticism of the system, as it exists 

today, would evolve into a development of a new program which would probClbly 

be more in tune with the conditions of society in the twentieth century. 

In my 0wn office the appl ication cf the vClrious principles taug~~ in 

this seminar resulted in a higher morale among the attorneys, Clnd a feeling 

of greater productivity in each attorney. Each attorney feels more will ing to 

go out and represent the clients of the society In my community. It has been 

a generally positive effect. 

The techniques I have learned in this program have helped me ~o increase 

the efficiency of limy own productivity and the productivity of my officel!. 

have utilized the time savings techniques--how to better organize my time, how 

to save time, in order to make my own hours spent on the job more efficient 

and more productive. I have also passed on these techniques to members of my 

staff. I think the efficiency of my whole office has improved as a result. 

One procedure I implemented was to set aside certain times of the day I was not 

to be disturbed. I screened out phone cal Is, except for emergency phone calls. 

f even went to the extent of having my secretary move her desk in front of my 

office where she could make sure nobody bothered me during that time. I told 

each of the attorneys and investigators they could implement the same procedure. 

I found my productivity when not disturbed increased fantastically. When 

considering an office like ours with a heavy caseload, your ability to provide 

much more effective representation is going to be greatly increased when you 

can make your I imited time more efficient. Secondly, some techniques in handling 

personnel and its problems. For example, had a Ion e r I n my 0 ff ice. solved 

the problem by using techniques I learned from the seminar. The seminar taught 
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us about the concepts of stroking, positive recognition and the benefits of 

getting productivity by being motivated yourself. From the seminar I acquired 

[ this awareness. I went looking for times when I've been genuinely applying 

[ 
positive recognition to accompl ishments. found the staff performance and 

office morale has improved. Even the loner has come around because of specific 

[ things I have done to try to give him recognition, to set myself as an example 

of positive strokes. All of which he has done. Now we have a much more 

[ cohesive unit. We are able to ride the storm together a lot better. The most 

[ 
important awareness received is the concepts app] ied in the personnel manage-

ment. Those can be appl ied to not only defender offices ~ut any type of office 

[ a number of people manage. That could be a prosecutor's office, corrections 

people, the court personnel in relationship with them. These techniques could 

[ apply throughout the court system. I've tried to do that too. Positive 

[ 
stroking to the clerks of the court, judges' secretaries, prosecutors' sec-

retaries, corrections people, jail guards--it works all the way down the line. 

[ You find once you get the hang of it, it applies in almost every aspect of 

I ife because it's a basic principle. I found it very effective in helping me 

to increase the ability of myself and my staff personnel to do the job that we 

have set out to do. f think that is really one of the greatest achievements 

I have obtained from this seminar. 

This seminar has been beneficial in the operation of my office. We had 

had problems, previously, dealing with the allocation of our caseload between 

attorneys in our office. Suggestions were made to me in the last session. 

have expanded on those suggestions. We've structured an effective system for 

handl ing the allocation of our caseload which includes this part of the problem 

which I'm going to speak on. We have establ ished a weekly meeting where we 

[ 
~ ____ IIL ______________________________ ~--J 
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,t i , distribute the cases. This enables us to overcome a morale problem I didn't 

[ 
real ize I had, merely by positive stroking of the attorneys in the office. 

Just the very basic ideas we took in the last time, I was able to util ize. 

[ Once involved in an idea of the problem solving process, it filters through-

out the entire office. When the person at the top starts doing something 

[ it filters down and permeates the entire office; that is just what happened 

L 
in our office. It has built up confidence in my staff by positive stroking. 

It is more of a one-on-one working thing now, rather than a boss-associate 

L 
type; it's a partnership and it's working out much better. 

[ 
The first session helped me as a lawyer running the office to be more 

personnel conscious. In other words, we were talking about the stroking, 

[ talking a lot in this session about ourselves. I went back and discovered 

that morale was missing. I have a small office with five people and only one 

l investigator. couldn't find out what the problem was until this seminar--

l 
somehow avoiding it, not knowing quite how to deal with it. The investigator 

works on his own. He's not in court. He doe9n't get the victories in court. 

[ He's not there when it happens. So, I went back to the idea of getting him 

more involved. What goes on in court goes on in the office. Include him in 

activities. He is working on his own going on interviews al I the time. 

have just fairly begun the process I want but it's the plus that I was looking 

for. I started with automatically starting to do the things that I set out to 

do. Even though I only picked up on him. I found myself unconsciously going 

into the other offices and doing the same thing. Where they really didn't have 

a different morale, I didn't think, but muybe they did. It's been a help as 

far as the program effecting the overall system--as far as efficiency as far 

as our clients. We have good attitudes, good morale. We hope that t~is will 

rub off on the client, possibly on the correction system, and on the courts too. 



We were talking about when morale is low, st~ff wastes more time, it takes 

longer to do things. Where if it is a positive thing, you seem more ready 

to attack problems. This is what the last session helped me vvith. I found 

that my attacking problems, problems that didn't have to deal with personnel; 

my desk was clear. Just in the last three or four weeks, was concentrating 

more on the office. Things seemed to be going better and was doing things 

as an administrator. One final thing, since I 've ~one back I have looked at 

other departments, county departments of government. I've seen other heads 

of departments making mistakes, personnel mistakes, that this seminar could 

help. Now, I think I I ike being an administrator. There are challenges and 

things to be accompl ished. I'm experiencing the rewards of being an adminis-

trator as I did in being an attorney. 

I have been impressed with this program because, in the first place, as 

a lawyer, I know the problems of deal in9 with the administration and in being 

in charge of several lawyers and investigators and secretaries. There are 

many things administrators should know about office management. For some 

reason lawyers just don't Seem to qain this knowledge in their experience as 

a lawyer or from law school classes. I first became aware of myself in that 

role; I was totally unprepared for it--trying to effectively run and operate 

a public defender's office. One of the first things I learned was some insight 

into being able to recognize certain problems that would be detrimental to the 

office. After the second meeting, ! became aware of my own problems in terms 

of personal ity in trying to be an effective administrator. After being made 

aware of the valuable time lost by administrators I set up a time schedule. 

The schedule enabled me to accompl ish more. I was not aware of the amount of 

time wasted which could have contributeo to effectiveness of representation. 
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Also, I was able to convey this idea to the other branch offices who 

apparently had not been made aware of these problems. We gained substantial 

results from the simple awareness of these matters. Another thing I attempted 

was to get more statistical data on all the areas of our operation in order 

to effectively evaluate just what we were doing, the amount of time involved 

and whether we were overstaffed or understaffed. We have not gotten all of 

the statistical data vie \'lOuld need. However, \'Ie nOvl know in order to properly 

hire or reduce personnel this data is necessary. This is the only tool by 

which you are able to measure your effectiveness and whether or not additional 

persons are needed to accompl ish adequate representation in a job. Another 

thing certainly gained was the exchange of ideas with attorneys from allover 

the country. In many ways we share common problems and experiences. In 

I istenlng to their talks and finding solutions to these problems I have been 

greatly helped with problems in my office. The program would be very beneficial 

to judges, police officers and all persons involved in the criminal justice 

system. feel in order to effectively administer any type of program or 

performance one must understand himself and those he works with. This program 

gave us a sort of outside stimulus as to how to effectively represent indigents, 

which I feel could not be obtained unless through a seminar I ike this. 

I 






